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Yahoo Translating HTTP Proxy (YTP) is a two-way translator which works with your Yahoo! Messenger
to translate your typed message into a various languages. Your friend will receive translated message, and
she can type back in the translated language. For example, if you type to her in English, she can receive
the message in French. Yahoo Translating HTTP Proxy is a software that helps you translate Yahoo
messenger conversation. She can then type back in French and you will get the message in English. The
following languages are supported: English -> German, Spanish, French, Italian, Portuguese German ->
English, French Spanish -> English French -> English, German Italian -> English Portuguese -> English
YTP comes with two basic demos: Demo 1 - Demonstrates the basic features of Yahoo Translating
HTTP Proxy (YTP) Demo 2 - Demonstrates the translation of Yahoo Messenger messages to and from
English, French, and German Features: * Yahoo Translating Proxy is a HTTP proxy, which intercepts
your Yahoo messages, translates them using Google Translate and sends them on to the destination user
(via a Yahoo Server somewhere on the Internet). * It's supports 2 languages: English and French * Both
demo can be started with a single mouse click * If there's no Internet connection, you will see a message
on your screen saying "No Internet connection found" * You can control the server by clicking on the
"Server" option on the bottom of the window. * You can control the local server using the "Local Server"
option. * You can control the Google server by clicking on the "Google" option on the bottom of the
window. * You can enter a Google address and the translation will be sent to the destination user. * You
can control the "Translate" tab. * You can write the message you want to send to your friend in the "Type
to Friend" field. * You can enter the address of the destination user in the "Destination User" field. *
You can choose the language that will be used to translate your message in the "Selected Language" field.
* You can choose the language that will be used for the translation of your message in the "Selected
Language" field. * There's a "Help" option on the window. * The "Options" field allows you to adjust the
look of the "
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KEYMACRO - Provide support for allowing yahoo to translate messages with the YTP service. For more
information on how to use this service, please visit the YTP Support forum. The Yahoo Translating
Proxy is a HTTP proxy, which intercepts your Yahoo messages, translates them using Google Translate
and sends them on to the destination user (via a Yahoo Server somewhere on the Internet). Requirements:
￭ Java 1.4.2 or later KEYMACRO Description: KEYMACRO - Provide support for allowing yahoo to
translate messages with the YTP service. For more information on how to use this service, please visit the
YTP Support forum. Yahoo Translating Proxy (YTP) is a two-way translator which works with your
Yahoo! Messenger to translate your typed message into a various languages. Your friend will receive
translated message, and she can type back in the translated language. For example, if you type to her in
English, she can receive the message in French. Yahoo Translating Proxy is a software that helps you
translate Yahoo messenger conversation. She can then type back in French and you will get the message
in English. The following languages are supported: English -> German, Spanish, French, Italian,
Portuguese German -> English, French Spanish -> English French -> English, German Italian -> English
Portuguese -> English The Yahoo Translating Proxy is a HTTP proxy, which intercepts your Yahoo
messages, translates them using Google Translate and sends them on to the destination user (via a Yahoo
Server somewhere on the Internet). Requirements: ￭ Java 1.4.2 or later KEYMACRO Description:
KEYMACRO - Provide support for allowing yahoo to translate messages with the YTP service. For more
information on how to use this service, please visit the YTP Support forum. The Yahoo Translating
Proxy is a HTTP proxy, which intercepts your Yahoo messages, translates them using Google Translate
and sends them on to the destination user (via a Yahoo Server somewhere on the Internet). Requirements:
￭ Java 1.4.2 or later KEYMACRO Description: KEYMACRO - Provide support for allowing yahoo to
translate messages with the YTP service. For more information on how to use this service, please visit the
YTP Support forum. Yahoo Translating Proxy (YTP) is a two- 77a5ca646e
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YTP is a easy-to-use translation proxy that connects to your Yahoo Messenger and translates all your
message. For example, if you type to your friend in Spanish, he will receive the translated message in
English. Version 1.2 is released. Highlights: -Added a configure panel to specify the Xmserver host name
and port number. -Added a translators section where you can select the languages you want to translate in.
-Added a binary version of the YTP client that can be downloaded and installed. -Added the ability to
start the translation service automatically when YTP starts. -Added the ability to select and deselect the
translator languages in the tray icon menu. -Added the ability to configure the translation queue size.
-Removed the unnecessary "Message Translator" tab. -Removed the ability to start the client manually
from the "translators" folder. -Corrected a problem that caused an error message when there were no
translators loaded. -Fixed a small compatibility issue with the Yahoo messenger 7.1.23 -Improved the
performance. Bug Fixes: -Fixed a problem that caused the delay when loading a translated message.
-Fixed a problem that caused the original message to appear after sending a translated message. -Fixed a
problem that caused the "text" field to appear blank when sending a translated message. -Fixed a problem
that caused the translated messages to appear with the "Text" field empty. -Fixed a problem that caused
the translated messages to appear blank. -Fixed a problem that caused the translated messages to appear
blank when there was an empty translator or a translator with no language enabled. -Fixed a problem that
caused the translate button to be missing when loading a translated message. -Fixed a problem that caused
an error message when there were no translators loaded. -Fixed a problem that caused an error message
when there were no translators loaded. -Fixed a problem that caused an error message to appear when
loading a translated message. -Fixed a problem that caused an error message when there were no
translators loaded. -Fixed a problem that caused an error message when there were no translators loaded.
-Fixed a problem that caused the "text" field to appear blank when loading a translated message. -Fixed a
problem that caused the translated messages to appear blank. Version 1.2 is released. Highlights: -Added
a configure

What's New in the?

Yahoo Translating HTTP Proxy (YTP) is a two-way translator which works with your Yahoo! Messenger
to translate your typed message into a various languages. Your friend will receive translated message, and
she can type back in the translated language. For example, if you type to her in English, she can receive
the message in French. Yahoo Translating HTTP Proxy is a software that helps you translate Yahoo
messenger conversation. She can then type back in French and you will get the message in English. The
following languages are supported: English -> German, Spanish, French, Italian, Portuguese German ->
English, French Spanish -> English French -> English, German Italian -> English Portuguese -> English
The Yahoo Translating Proxy is a HTTP proxy, which intercepts your Yahoo messages, translates them
using Google Translate and sends them on to the destination user (via a Yahoo Server somewhere on the
Internet). Requirements: ￭ Java 1.4.2 or later Set up the Yahoo Translating HTTP Proxy To set up the
Yahoo Translating HTTP Proxy, you will need to do the following steps: Download the latest version of
the Yahoo Translating HTTP Proxy Run the program. Make sure you also download the language-pack
file corresponding to your language (available in the download folder). Open the proxy configuration file.
Enter your Yahoo username and password (to log into the proxy). Enter the port you wish to use. Enter
the proxy machine address. You can use the proxy machine itself (localhost) or the IP address of your
Yahoo session (in this case, the proxy machine has the same IP as your Yahoo account and you will need
to enter the proxy machine IP address as localhost in the next step). Enter the proxy machine name (the
name you want to use in the proxy messages). If you use the same proxy machine name as the one you
logged in to, then the settings will be saved and you will not need to enter them again. Then you will have
to enter a password for the proxy machine (this password will only be needed the first time you start the
proxy) Click OK to accept the proxy settings. Then the proxy will be set up and you will be able to
receive Yahoo messages in your new language. Note: The Yahoo Translating HTTP Proxy will not work
with Yahoo messenger if you have it in your Yahoo account, but it will work with Google messenger. If
you wish to translate your Yahoo messages in another language, then you will need to download the
language-pack from the download page, and follow the instructions above. How to use the Yahoo
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Translating HTTP Proxy When you want to translate your Yahoo messages, you can start it by selecting it
in the Yahoo Translating HTTP Proxy's "
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System Requirements For Yahoo Translating HTTP Proxy:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP or later CPU: 1.2 GHz Memory: 1 GB RAM Graphics: OpenGL 2.0
capable DirectX: 9.0 capable Network: Broadband Internet connection Recommended: OS: Windows 7
or later CPU: 2.0 GHz Memory: 2 GB RAM Features: Online play M
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